The Metaphysics of Relations in Ancient and Medieval Philosophy

In this summer school, we tackle a challenging topic: how ancient and medieval philosophers conceived of the metaphysics of relations. Our main aims are to map out the differences between ourselves and ancient thinkers over the ontology of the truth-makers of relational statements, and to consider whether one should accept the standard view, according to which medieval thinkers before the fourteenth century almost invariably considered relations to be so-called 'monadic' properties and to be real.

Instructors
John Marenbon (Trinity College, Cambridge)
Anna Marmodoro (Durham & Oxford)
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Suf Amichay (Cambridge)
Chiara Martini (Oxford)

Location
USI Campus West
Via Buffi 13
Lugano, Switzerland

For any query
relations.summerschool@usi.ch

More on the website
https://www.usi.ch/it/relationssummerschool